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Introductory Bemarks. 
This issue of Working Papers in Linguistics inaugurates vhe.t 
I hope vill be a regular feature, annotated bibliographies on 
topics of current interest--either on points of analysis in 
particular languages or on theoretical issues. The bibliographies 
are intended to be :reasonably complete with :respect to material 
(a) published in books and the standard journals or (q) distributed 
through a regUlar channel of 1semipublication t (working papers, 
the Indiana University Linguistics Club papers, etc.). Unpublished 
materials will be cited if they are likely to be published or if 
they contain pe.rticularly important facts or ideas. 
These bibliographies are tentative. Readers are invited to 
correct entries a.nd fill lacunae; I hope that some of the 
bibliographies will eventually find their vay into standard 
publications (IJAL and The Linguistic Reporter, for instance), 
Readers are also invited to submit bibliographies for distribution 
in Working Papers, using the current bibliographies as models, 
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